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ABSTRACT

This work presents training methods and recogni�
tion experiments for phoneme�wise tied mixture den�
sities in hidden Markov models �HMM�� The system
trains speaker dependent� but vocabulary independent�
phoneme models for the recognition of Finnish words�
The Learning Vector Quantization �LVQ� methods are
applied to increase the discrimination between the
phoneme models� A segmental LVQ� training is pro�
posed to substitute the LVQ� based corrective tuning as
a parameter estimation method� The experiments indi�
cate that the new method can provide the corresponding
recognition accuracy� but with less training and more
robustness over the initial models� Experiments to up�
scale the current system by introducing context vectors
and larger mixture pools show up to �	 
 reduction of
recognition errors compared to the earlier results in ��	�

� INTRODUCTION

The Learning Vector Quantization �LVQ� has been ap�
plied to the minimization of classi�cation errors in the
phoneme recognition right from its introduction in ���
The hybrid discrete HMM�LVQ systems �� use LVQ to
train a vector quantization �VQ� codebook to transform
the acoustic features into short�time phoneme symbols
called �quasiphonemes�� For continuous density HMMs
with mixture Gaussian densities the LVQ was �rst used
to improve the mixture initialization ��� and to en�
hance the discrimination between the maximum likeli�
hood models by corrective training ���� �� It can be also
shown that the LVQ� learning law can be derived from
a simpli�cation of the Generalized Probabilistic Descent
�GPD� training �� to minimize classi�cation errors on
the training data ��� which relates the LVQ� based cor�
rective tuning �� and the segmental GPD ��� under the
same framework�
The idea of segmental HMM training �the same as

Viterbi training� was developed ��� to provide an ad�
equate and gradually improving segmentation of the
training samples in order to determine the proper set
of training features for each HMM state� In contrary to
the conventional supervised neural network learning the
segmental methods should tolerate an uncertain feature
vector labeling in the beginning of the learning�
The phoneme�wise tied density codebooks can be seen

as an advanced version of the semi�continuous HMMs ��
to save resources by not estimating a totally di�erent set
of density mixtures for each state� However� it is also
an extension of the VQ for selecting multiple winners
from each codebook weighted by their quantization er�
rors ��� The density codebooks are initialized by train�
ing small Self�Organizing Maps �SOMs� ��� producing a
representative set of reference vectors for each phoneme�
The smoothed mapping provided by SOM is a suitable
initialization for the mixture density estimation ��	�
The experiments on this paper consist of comparing

the segmental LVQ� training to the traditional Viterbi
training with the corrective tuning �� on a speaker de�
pendent and vocabulary independent Finnish phoneme
recognition system� The robustness of the training
method is tested by varying the input features and
adding more parameters to the real�time baseline sys�
tem ��	 to improve the modelling accuracy�

� SEGMENTAL LVQ�

��� The basic learning laws of LVQ� and LVQ�

For a randomly selected labeled training vector x� the
two best�matching codebook vectors mc� mc� represent�
ing di�erent classes are adjusted� if x appears to be near
the border between the two classes� The latest version
LVQ��� �� requires that one of these two best�matching
codebook vectors belongs to the class of the training
vector and the other to an incorrect class�
Under these conditions the tuning occurs as follows�

mc�t� �� � mc�t� � ��t��x�t��mc�t��

mc��t� �� � mc��t�� ��t��x�t��mc��t�� � ���

where mc is from the correct and mc� from the incor�
rect class� The teaching gain ��t� � ��� �� is decreased
monotonically�
The con�rmation that x is near the border between

these two classes is inspected by de�ning a window of
relative width w � ��� �� so that the ratio of the dis�
tances dc � jjx�mcjj and dc� � jjx�mc� jj must ful�ll
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In LVQ� �� the learning is extended for cases where
all x�mc and mc� belong to the same class to enhance



the long run behavior of the training process� For such
cases the update rule is

mi�t� �� �mi�t� � ���t��x�t��mi�t�� � ���

where i � fc� c�g and � � ��� �� a stabilizing constant
factor ��� The value of � should re�ect the width of
the window w in ��� so that with a narrow window the
stabilizing learning steps ��� are small �i� e� � is small��

��� LVQ in segmental training

The segmental LVQ� training is� practically� a modi�
�cation of the traditional Viterbi training �also called
segmental K�means ����� The iteration starts by a
Viterbi search to �nd the most probable segmentation
of each training word producing its phonetic transcrip�
tion� Then the output probability density of each state
along the path is updated to increase the likelihood of
the state much like in a K�means epoch for �xed�label
training� The suggested modi�cation is to check also
the di�erences to the segmentation obtained by assum�
ing the word unknown� If di�erences exists� the mixture
densities of the di�ering states are tuned to increase the
likelihood of the correct state and decrease that of the
incorrect state�
The output density of a state is tuned by �nd�

ing the best�matching Gaussian mixture in the density
codebook and changing its parameters �mixture mean�
weight factor� to provide a better �or worse� respec�
tively� �t� As explained in ��	 the covariance matrices
are tied over all HMMs and not altered in the iteration�
Figure � presents a rough one�dimensional sketch of the
change in the output densities due to the tuning process�

xt
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Figure �� Density tuning by applying LVQ� An approx�
imative result on the mixture Gaussian output density
functions 	p�xjCu� and 	p�xjCi� when the nearest Gaus�
sian for the incorrect phoneme Cu is moved away and
the nearest Gaussian for the correct phoneme Ci closer
to the observation xt�

Due to the nature of the segmental training the output
density modi�cations are e�ectively made in batch� i� e�
the sets of updates collected in the batch variables are
performed only after all words segmented by the current
models are inspected� With the obtained new models
the next improved segmentation can be sought�
The learning laws corresponding to LVQ� ����� for

the updates of the batch variables of the mixture means
are obtained by adding the training vector Ot for the
nearest mixture of the state on the correct path q �i�e�
�t�i�m� � �� and subtracting it from the nearest mix�
ture of the state on the best� but incorrect path 
q �i�e�

�t�i�m� � ��� if the segmentation by the best path is
incorrect� The subtraction is performed by accumulat�
ing the batch variable by the vector ��

im
�Ot that is�

by looking from the mixture mean �im� the one at the
same distance as Ot� but to the opposite direction� The
indicator functions � and � are de�ned as follows�

�t�i�m� �

�
�� if qt � i and �im � �io
�� otherwise

���

�t�i�m� �

�
�� if 
qt � i and qt �� i and �im � �io
�� otherwise �

���

where �io is the mean vector of the closest Gaussian
mixture of the state i to the observation vector Ot� The
indexesm and i run through allM mixture densities and
for each state� respectively� One batch epoch consisting
of the training sequences l � �� �� � � � � L �indexed by the
superscript l� of variable sequence length Tl provides the
new estimates of the mixture means�
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Correspondingly� the batch variable of the mixture

weight cim is accumulated by the term ��i�m� �
��i�m� cim

��cio
to tune the weight of the nearest mixture of

the state on the correct path q �i�e� ��i�m� � �� towards
� and that of the state on the best� but incorrect path 
q
�i�e� ��i�m� � �� towards 	� if the segmentation by the
best path is incorrect� To maintain the normalization�
the weight of the nearest mean vector is not directly
tuned towards 	� but instead the weights of the other
Gaussians �� is then replaced by �� are tuned towards �
by the fraction representing to their relative signi�cance
to the current state�

�t�i�m� �

�
�� if 
qt � i and qt �� i and �im �� �io
�� otherwise �

���

The new estimates of the mixture weights will then be�
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The composition of the proposed estimates di�er
slightly from the original de�nition of LVQ� for the
�xed�label training vectors ������ because the optimal�
ity of ����� was guaranteed for the simple nearest neigh�
bor classi�cation decisions� Anyhow� because of the tied
covariances� the phoneme dependent density codebooks
and the k�nearest mixture approximation ��� the ap�
plied form of mixture Gaussian densities is not so far
from that simple decision making as one might �rst ex�
pect� Another di�erence from ����� is that the second�
best mixture will not be modi�ed in the correct classi��
cation case� but actually� that amendment is both sim�
ple and apparently harmless for the convergence� The
convergence properties of the segmental LVQ� approxi�
mate those of the LVQ learning in general �� for �xed
labels and since LVQ training is contained in the GPD
framework as an extreme case by substituting L� norm



for the class distance ��� the convergence properties of
the segmental minimum error classi�cation training sup�
ports also the discrimination by segmental LVQ�

��� The di�erences between the segmental

LVQ� and the corrective tuning by LVQ�

The di�erences between the segmental LVQ� and the
earlier presented corrective tuning by LVQ� ��	 �also
called segmental LVQ�� are� in addition to the basic dis�
tinctions in the LVQ� and LVQ� learning laws� the batch
mode and the tuning of the state transition probabilities
and the mixture weights� In the tuning based on LVQ�
the density codebook changes occur only due to mis�
classi�ed phonemes� which makes it suitable mainly for
�ne tuning requiring traditional methods to provide the
good initial models� The corrective tuning was applied
in the stochastic mode controlled by a monotonically
decreasing learning rate parameter� which also supports
the �ne tuning property� because the gradually improv�
ing segmentations complicate the determination of the
learning rate decreasing schedule� The simultaneous ad�
justments of the mixture weights in the segmental LVQ�
training is yet another reason to eliminate the need for
the separate initial training by the conventional maxi�
mum likelihood methods�
Although the LVQ� based corrective tuning is a repre�

sentative of the GPD discriminative training framework�
it is a highly specialized one� and also other methods
more much like the segmental LVQ� could be derived
in that framework� The di�erence is still� however� that
no rival mixture densities representing false classi�ca�
tions for correctly recognized phonemes are tuned away
from the area of observed features� This was prevented�
because� if some mixtures get excessively pushed away
during the �rst training epochs due to poor initialization
or segmentation� the e�ects on the model convergence
can be unfavorable� Another di�erence is that in many
GPD applications for word or sentence recognition the
magnitude of the parameter modi�cation depends on
the exact extent of whole word or sentence misclassi��
cation de�ned according to the log�likelihood scores of
the state sequences ����

� EXPERIMENTS

The experiments involve testing the phoneme recogni�
tion accuracy for four sets of ��	 Finnish words uttered
by each of the three speakers chosen from the speech
database of the Neural Networks Research Centre at the
Helsinki University of Technology� By leaving one set
out of four at a time for testing� an average error rate of
totally �� independent test runs is obtained� The aver�
age phoneme error rate is the sum of insertion� deletion
and substitution errors divided by the correct number
of phonemes in the test data�
The basic short�time acoustical feature vectors com�

puted in every � ms from a ��� point FFT include �	
cepstral coe�cients concatenated with the energy of the
signal �the �normal feature vector� in Table ��� Context
vectors ��� are formed by using concatenated averages
of several successive short�time features �see Figure ���

time��	ms

��	 ms

Figure �� The context vector includes concatenated av�
erages of one� two and four successive cepstral vectors�
Successive context vectors are formed by sliding the win�
dow above through the computed short�time features�

To check the robustness of the method on di�erent
data and to be able to compare it with earlier results
��	� the tests were also made for three speakers of an
older database �called �Data �	� to distinguish it from
the new �Data ��� in Table ��� The old data was
recorded with a slightly lower sampling rate ����� vs�
�� kHz� and with shorter sessions ���� words�� but the
selected speakers were more experienced with the dicta�
tion� in average�

� RESULTS

The main results refer to the statistical signi�cation
tests in Table �� �a� Five training epochs is good enough
in the segmental LVQ�� because� although the results
still slightly improve between �ve and ten epochs� this
di�erence is not statistically signi�cant� The obtained
results correspond then to those by the previously best
system �the base line Viterbi training with additional
corrective LVQ� tuning ��	�� but the required amount
of segmentation�estimation epochs on the training data
is only about one third of the previous system� �b�
However� for the old system the recognition errors de�
crease from �ve to ten training epochs of traditional
segmental K�means training and the decreasing contin�
ues� when the corrective tuning by LVQ� is applied� �c�
The comparison of the results of the segmental LVQ� to
the results of the segmental K�means reveals that when
started from the same initial vales the LVQ� converges
considerable faster to the good error rates� After the
�rst �ve training epochs the di�erence is already sig�
ni�cant and� if the LVQ training is stopped� but the
K�means still iterated for another �ve iterations� the
results by the segmental K�means have still not yet im�
proved enough to beat those of the segmental LVQ��
Scaling up the system by increasing the dimension of

the feature vectors and the number of mixture densi�
ties give about �	
 lower error rates than the lowest
error rates reported earlier ��	 for the Data �	 ����

compared to ���
�� but with the cost of increased recog�
nition time per word by the factor around ��

� CONCLUSIONS

A novel training method for the mixture density HMMs
for phoneme recognition is presented and compared to
previous methods with experiments on two di�erent
Finnish databases� The segmental LVQ� training links
together the traditional Viterbi training by the segmen�
tal K�means algorithm and the corrective tuning by LVQ
into an e�cient training algorithm� Using the average
results from speaker dependent tests on three di�er�



Feature Mixt Error rate 
 on Data ��
vectors �phon skm �slvq� slvq� �slvq�
normal �	 ��� ��� ��� ���
normal ��	 ��� ��� ��� ���
context �	 ��� ��� ��� ���
context ��	 � � ��� ���

Error rate 
 on Data �	
normal �	 ��� ��� ��� ���
normal ��	 ��� ��� ��� ���
context �	 ��� ��� ��� ���
context ��	 � � ��� ���

Test A B MP risk MN risk
a �	x slvq� slvq� �	�	� �	�	�

skm � slvq� slvq� �	�	� �	�	�
b skm � slvq� skm 	�		� 	�		�

skm �x skm 	�	�� 	�		�
c slvq� �x skm 	�	� 	�		�

slvq� skm �	�	� �	�	�

Table �� Average phoneme recognition error rates for
Viterbi training by segmental K�means� LVQ� and
LVQ�� The default amount of training epochs is �� for
SKM and � for SLVQ� and SLVQ�� The average error
rate by training A is lower than by B� but the di	er�
ence is statistically signi
cant only if the risk level is
not larger than ���� in Matched�Pairs �MP� and McNe�
mars �MN� statistical signi
cance tests� The risk levels
are the average of the results on Data ��� Experiments
��� were not made� Labels �a�b�c� refer to the text�

ent speakers and di�erent output density codebooks for
HMMs the conclusion is that the new method provides
lower error rates than the conventional Viterbi training
and similar rates as the additional LVQ� based tuning�
but with a considerably smaller training e�ort�
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